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In a recent

issue of Current Contents,

and to somatic

ogy(5)

cell genetics(s).

AS

Director of the Joeeph P. Kennedy, Jr.
Laboratory for Molecular Medicine at
Stanford, he has laid the foundations of
molecular neurobiology in direction of
baeic research in problems of mental retardation.
I don’t know whether award of a Nobel
Prize caused him in mme way to reflect on
the information flood mpjoaedly inun-

we inaugurated our new mukidbciplinary

section, and I am glad to report that
already we have evidence of a positive
response to the change. In that issue, we
also introduced our readers to the trenchant commentaries of Professor Joshua
Lederberg of Stanford Univeriaty. With
the publication of a second column in
Current Contents, I would like to tell our
readers about his qualifications as a multi- dating science in 1958, but is was then
disciplinary scientist extraordinatie.
that he wrote me rather cryptically to
Every student of genetics will know ask what had happened to my idea for a
that Dr. Lederberg received the Nobel citation index to science(T). “Lack of a
Prize for his work in genetic rccombination in bacteria, one of the foundation
stones of modem molecular biology( 1~.
Among epace scientists, Josh Lederberg
is an acknowled~d
prime mover in exobiology(z),
whose contributions
to the
planned exploration of Mars are incredibly
varied. Among research scientists working
in the fields of organ transplantation and
genetic manipulation, Lederherg is known
as a pioneer for his efforts to focus public
~d POattention upon the significance
tential of “biological engineering”. A byproduct of his interest in artificial intelligence and maw spectroscopy(s)
was the
invention of Dendralt4 ), an algebraic line

ci~tion index?” he ,~te>
“hinde~ mY
finding out myself.
Soon therc~ter I
invited him to serve on the Editorial
Advisory Board of the Cenetics Citation
Index, and at ita inception, on the Board
of the Science Citu~”on Index , which
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he’ ~S 4@u~Y
credibly extensive

in suPPo~ of ~ inreading and writing.

In recent years, Dr. Lederberg has
turned his attention to the social impact
of science. His weekly column in the
Wmhington Post hm come to have great
influence on Congressional opinion in spite
of--or perhaps because of--a rather dry
style that one would think more appealing
to ~ientistg thm legislator. The columns
ness

the
of

vocalmlary

his

delightful

clarity

conversation,
whose

richness

and incisivealong

with
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very few, in or

out of science, can match. Readem of
_
C. M O and N. f. Am Chem. Sot.
91,2973-6,
1%9.
Current Contents will understand why it
gives me such great pleaaure to introduce ~
Lederberg, J. “TcupQlogyof Mdmuleri”, in
Dr. Lederberg’s column to the scientific
“
The Mathematied Scimwen: A Colkdiow of
community.
Jkmyr. M. LT.Press,Cambridge,1%9, p. 37.
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